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Managing Investment Risk

» Investment solutions and portfolio design is an outcome of the advice process 

» Investment Risk also deals with Investment Policy and practices of the Licensee

» Increased Licensee focus on monitoring investment outcomes and ensuring Investment 
Policies are followed 
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Building Blocks

Asset Class 
Assumption

Portfolio Design

Financial Modelling

Risk Profiling

Return Profiling

Goals Based Portfolios



» Licensees enact standards to ensure reasonable assumptions to be used in financial 
modelling and projections

» Based off asset class assumptions

» Typically resulting in Risk Weighted Portfolios
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Investment Policies 
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Typical Investment Policies

Conservative Balanced Growth
Growth/Defensive 40%/60% 60%/40% 80%/20%

Australian Equities 13 19 24

International Equities 14 19 28

Property 8 11 12

Australian Bonds 21 15 7

Global Bonds 22 15 8

Alternatives 12 16 19

Cash 10 5 2

Forecasted Return 5% 6% 7%

Forecasted Vol 4% 5% 6%

Tolerance Bands

+/- 10% at Asset Class Level

Plus no more than

+/-10% Defensive/Growth Split
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Licensee Investment Policies

» Portfolio Allocations vs Target
» Monitored through Xplan or 

Platform Reporting 
» Periodic Rebalancing can help 

bring allocations back within 
bands

» Only works for SAA fixed weight 
investment policies

» What happens when you want to run 
an active allocation approach?

» New target weight requires personal 
advice



Many advisory practices adopting active asset 
allocation policies

» Usage of active asset allocation policies 
increasing post GFC

» Advisers and clients want actively manage 
portfolios

“avoid the GFC”
“reduce European exposures due to the debt crisis”
“concerns about rising bond yields”

How to implement active asset allocation 
trades across a large number of clients:

» ROAs costing $100-$200 per piece

» Who to contact first

» Awaiting authorities to return / Slippage

» Trades implemented at different dates / clients 
returns differing
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The active asset allocation dilemma
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Managed Accounts solving many of the problems

Managed Discretionary Accounts
Separately Managed Accounts

» Active Asset Allocation
» Active Security Selection

» All clients traded at the same time
» No ROAs
» More granular and niche investment 

strategies



» You are being appointed as an Investment Manager and therefore able to meet those 
standards
 Investment Strategy
 Mandate design
 Ensure you are suitable to manage the model

» We are looking for:
» Organisational and Regulatory Governance controls
» Capability to manage the mandate and meet the objectives
» Ability to manage Mandate Compliance

»
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What is required
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Key factors for successful RE appointment 

Parent
• Governance – use of 

Independent advisors
• Conflict of Interest 

Management
• Systems used in the 

investment process
• Specific Risk 

Assessment of 
running an asset 
management 

People
• Calibre & Investment 

experience of key 
staff

• Expertise to match 
the areas of 
investment – e.g. 
Asset Allocation 
specialists

• Collective tenure of 
the investment team

Process
• Documented
• Clear Investment 

philosophy logically 
implemented

• Robust & Repeatable 
process

• Understanding of key 
outsource providers

• Mandate monitoring

Performance
• Provide Track Record
• Demonstrate sources 

of return
• Ability to provide 

attribution in the 
future
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Disclaimer
The material contained in this document is a presentation of general information about the 
Praemium Group’s activities current as at the date of this presentation (13 August 2018) 
and is supplementary to the Group’s financial results released to the ASX on 13 August 
2018 and previous ASX filings as applicable.

It is provided in summary and does not purport to be complete. You should not rely upon it 
as advice for investment purposes as it does not take into account your investment 
objectives, financial position or needs. These factors should be considered, with or without 
professional advice when deciding if an investment is appropriate.

This presentation may contain forward looking statements including statements regarding 
our intent, belief or current expectations with respect to Praemium’s businesses and 
operations, market conditions, results of operation and financial condition, capital 
adequacy, specific provisions and risk management practices. Readers are cautioned not 
to place undue reliance on these forward looking statements. 

Praemium does not undertake any obligation to publicly release the result of any revisions 
to these forward looking statements to reflect events or circumstances after the date 
hereof to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events. While due care has been used in 
the preparation of forecast information, actual results may vary in a materially positive or 
negative manner. Forecasts and hypothetical examples are subject to uncertainty and 
contingencies outside Praemium’s control. 

Past performance is not a reliable indication of future performance.

To the extent permitted by law, no responsibility for any loss arising in any way (including 
by way of negligence) from anyone acting or refraining from acting as a result of this 
material is accepted by the Praemium Group or any of its related bodies corporate.
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